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GKENERAL INTRODUCTION.
The great value of leguminous crops in 
enhancing soil fertility has been known for many 
centuries, and the practical and economic benefits 
to be derived therefrom have been exploited to the 
full in many countries. The scientific basis of 
these observations, however, has been a subject of 
study for a much shorter period, and workers on the 
special physiology of the Leguminosae and their 
associated root nodule bacteria have still many problems 
to solve.
The development of this study on a 
scientific basis received a great impetus when 
Hellriegel, at the beginning of the present century, 
connected the ability of the legume to contribute to 
the nitrogenous content of the soil with the presence 
of the root nodules. Beijerinck and others, at the 
end of the last century, attempted to prove that 
the bacteria isolated from the root nodules were responsible 
for the increased nitrogen content of the legume 
plant; their essays to obtain nitrogen fixation in 
artificial culture, however, were inconclusive, and
later workers have been unable to demonstrate this 
p r o p e r t y  outside of the legume tissues. It soon 
became apparent that the association of the bacterium 
with the legume was in the nature of a symbiosis; 
the organism was giuen the name of Bacillus 
iradicicola. by which name it is generally known 
in this country, but the generic name of Rhizobium 
has been subsequently adopted by .American 
systernatists. An important discovery v/as made that 
the root nodule bacteria could be grouped into 
different strains which were somewhat specific in 
their infective powers. It was noted that a 
particular bacterial strain would infect only a certain 
host genus or a few closely related genera, and from 
such observations, the study of cross-inoculation 
groups and their commercial applications has arisen; 
a number of distinct Rhizobium species are now 
generally recognised.
Both the academic and agricultural problems 
arising out of the special conditions within the 
Leguminosae, together with an excellent review of 
the historical development of the work, are very 
adequately presented in the monograph by Fred, Baldwin 
and McCoy (1932) of the Department of Agricultural 
Bacteriology, University of Y/isconsin. The workers
have been concerned with various aspects of the 
problem, including cross-inoculation studies and 
host specificity, the carbohydrate/nitrogen ratio 
and its relation to nitrogen fixation, and, more 
recently, some work on the mechanism of symbiotic 
nitrogen fixation with reference to a number of factors 
which might influence the process.
Another centre of research on similar 
problems has been at Helsinki, where Professor 
A. I.Virtanen and his co-workers have studied 
exhaustively the question of excretion of nitrogenous 
compounds from the root nodules into the rooting 
medium. This problem has been further elaborated 
in its relations to the associated growth of 
non-legumes and the benefits derived by the latter 
in view of the nitrogenous legume excretion.
The Helsinki workers have, until recently, obtained 
this excretion consistently in all their cultures; 
this phenomenon has proved somewhat elusive with 
other workers, and, during this year, Virtanen 
rejjorts that excretion was absent in some of his 
most recent work. They have also contributed work 
of considerable value in their attempts to isolate 
the intermediate compounds found in the process of 
symbiotic nitrogen fixation, and have suggested a 
possible scheme for this complex reaction.
In Great Britain, two centres have also
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been engaged on such work - at Rothamsted, a large 
amount of cytological research into the structure 
and development of the nodule has been pursued by 
Thornton and others. They have also carried out 
many plot experiments in connection with the associated 
growth of legumes and non-legumes, nitrogen manuring 
of legume crops and the study of grassland clovers 
inoculated with different bacterial strains.
Extensive work on the artificial inoculation of 
lucerne and other commercial crops has also been 
done by them.
At Glasgow, Bond has been carrying out 
work on the special physiology of the root nodules 
with reference to the transfer of nitrogenous compounds 
from the bacterial cells to the host plant, the 
excretion of nitrogen and associated growth and 
the utilisation ofl plant carbohydrates by the 
associated bacteria.
In Australia, some work along similar 
lines has been done by Strong and Trumble at the Waite 
Institute, Adelaide.
Numerous other contributions to this 
literature have appeared and are discussed in the 
foil o'w i ng r e v i e ws: -
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FRED E. B. , BALDWIN I. L. , and IlcOOY E. 1932:
Root Nodule Bacteria and Le rami nous Plants. 
University of Wiscons&n Studies in Science, Ho. 5*
NICOL H. 1934s The derivation of the nitrogen of 
crop plants with special reference to associated 
growth. Biological Reviews 383-410*
-------  1 9 3 6: The utilisation of atmospheric
nitrogen hy mixed crops. Month. Bull. Agric. Sci. 
and Pract. 6 : 201-216; and 242-236.
THORNTON H. G. 1 9 3 6: The present state of our 
ignorance concerning the nodules of leguminous 
plants. Sci. Prog. 3>1: 236-249*
WILSON P.N. 1937 The Symbiotic Nitrogen-Fixation 
hy the Leguminosae. Bot. Rev. 3 : 365-399*
VTRTANEN A. I. 1938: Cattle Fodder and Human 
Nutrition. Cambridge 108 pp*
The work in this present thesis 
comprises four aspects of the study of bacterial 
symbiosis presented separately under four titles:-
I. Fixation of nitrogen by different 
strains of the Soya bean nodule organism when 
associated with certain varieties of the host plant.
III. The excretion of nitrogenous 
substances from leguminous root nodules into the 
rooting medium.
IV. An investigation of the growth 
of leguminous plants in water culture, with special 
reference to the effect of aeration on growth 
and fixation.
Fixation of nitrogen by different strains of the 
Soya bean nodule organism when associated with 
certain varieties of the host plant.
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IITTHODUCTIOIT
In earlier work on the physiology of the root nodule 
bacteria, it soon became apparent that not merely 
one general type of Rhizobium was responsible for 
the noclulation of legumes, but that a number of 
more or less specific strains existed. These* were 
found to nodulate only one particular species or 
group of legumes, and, since the beginning of the 
cehtury, a considerable amount of work on the problem 
of cross-inoculation groups has been done - see Fred, 
Baldwin and McCoy (1932).
The present investigation concerns a 
particular aspect of this problem - namely, the 
variation in effectiveness of different strains of 
bacteria when associated with varieties of the same 
legume host. An effective strain is generally considered 
to be one which will produce nodules with actively 
fixing bacteria, contributing substantially to the 
nitrogen symbiosis of the two partners; effectiveness 
is measured in terms of nitrogen fixed. A number of 
workers have noted both inter-specific and inter- 
varietal differences in the relative effectivcrnosa 
of a number of strains, and the object of this work 
is to investigate the problem further with Soya bean
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Perkins (1925), on a basis of counting; nodules, 
found that a particular strain of the Soya bean 
organism became adapted specifically to a certain 
host variety, Briscoe and Andrews (1938), in soil 
cultures of Soya beans, obtained differences in the 
response of two host varieties associated with two 
strains of the nodule organism, Brdrnan and Wilkins (1928  
carried out field tests on commercial bacterial cultures 
using Soya bean as the host legume. They reported 
varietal specificity in that some strains were better 
than others in the production of nodules, but that no 
one strain was best on all the varieties; this was 
taken to imply that the most efficient association 
of a strain was with a particular variety. Bjdlfve (1933 
confirmed these observations in the Vetch group.
The most recent contributions on this 
aspect of host plant specificity have come from the 
Wisconsin group, working wfcth a series of strains 
associated with different species and varieties of 
I.ielilotus and Medic ago [Wilson, Burton and V. 8. fond (193 
Burton and Wilson (1939)]* They found that between 
species of the same genus associated with different 
bacterial strains there was a more marked influence 
on the effectiveness than when varieties of the sane 
species were the host plants. Their conclusions are, 
however, that varietal specificity does influence the 
symbiosis in certain combinations.
The possibility of foetors, not 
inherent in either host or bacterial strain, influenc 
the effectiveness of the association has been surest 
by Raju (1938). He carried out a considerable 
number of experiments on the Cowpea and Gicer prones 
and concluded that the intensity and duration of 
sunlight influenced the magnitude of a strain's 
effectiveness - relative to others under similar 
conditions - but were unable to affect materially 
its inherent capacity in nitrogen fixation. He also 
decided that the host plant profoundly influenced the 
fixation by the particular strain with which it was 
associated-, but on only one occasion did he obtain 
any change in the efficiency ranking of a number of 
strains used with two varieties of Bengal gram.
There were no such differences due to host influence 
in the case of two varieties of Red gram associated 
with the same strains.
Strong (1937) obtained variable 
effectiveness in ,different combinations of Glover 
varieties and Rh. trifolii strains. Certain strains 
will freely invade the host tissues but are not alway 
effective in the fixation of nitrogen.
The present experiments 
to investigate any possible host specificity botw 
legumes of the closest taxonomic relati onshin - 
namely, between four varieties of the Goya bean
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associateu with four strains of Rh. japonica. The 
work v.ras carried out during two summers (193$ and 1 3 3 9} 
of considerably different sunlight conditions, and 
this variation provided some data for the investigation 
of results such as those obtained by Raju and attributed 
by him to this factor. Since three of these host 
varieties have been found, in some degree, suitable 
for cultivation in this country, it was believed 
that: the results might also have some direct practical 
significance.
The 1938 plants were- grown, harvested 
and analysed by the present author; the 1939  
experiment was set up by Dr. Bond who also carried 
out some of the analyses. Harvesting and the rest 
of the analyses werereffected by the present author.
-15-
METIIODS.
As stated, the observations were made during the 
years 1938 and 1939 on sand cultures of Soya 
beans [Glycine hispida. (Moench.) Maximowiez], 
with a strict control over the general cultural 
conditions.
The nitrogen-free culture solution used 
was that of Virtanen (1933)9 supplied to 12% of the 
weight of dry sand; further small quantities of this 
solution were added at intervals of 7 -1 4 days, and, 
in addition, sterile distilled water was added more 
frequently to replace moisture lost in transpiration. 
This v/as carried out by weighing the pot and adding 
the water or solution to the appropriate fraction 
of the sand weight. A microelement solution - Loomis 
and Shull (1937) - v/as also added to the sand along 
with the culture solution so that each pot received 
10 cc. of this solution at each change. The culture 
vessels were glazed, earthenware pots, containing 
3*6 Kg. of a coarse quartz sand *, buffered to pH 6 *5  
with 7 gm. CaCO^; the pots of sand were sterilised 
at 120°0 for 3 hours before use.
* for mechanical analysis, see Bond and Boyes (1 9 3 9)> w. 91u.
The seeds used were as follows:-
1. Llanchu - presented by tlie U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
2. Brown C - presented by the National Institute
of Agricultural Botany, Cambridge.
3-. Green Jap - purchased from Messrs. Fordson 
Black 0
Estates, Boreham, Essex.
The bacterial strains were obtained from the Department 
of Agricultural Bacteriology, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. , U.S.A. These were Strains Nos. 505 > 9?
17 and 507; of these, the first three are considered 
to be ”effective!f, although in different degrees, and 
No. 507 "ineffective" with inspect to their nitrogen 
fixation ability.
In order to isolate the different bacterial 
strains and to prevent undesired cross-infection 
during the life of the plants, a framework lined with 
Windolite screening divided the pots inoculated with 
one particular strain from their neighbours (see p.l6a 
Photograph I): uninoculated pots, grown during both 
years in one of these compartments, were not nodulated 
by accidental infection at anytime throughout the 
experiments. It was thus apparent that the strains 
were effectively segregated in this manner; there was 
one exception in the 1938 plants [Llanchu - Strain 507] , 
when unexpectedly large amounts of nitrogen w- re 
obtained in two pots out of three (see Table I, p. 1 9).
-loa-
PHOTOGRAPH I.
The compartments are separated from each other by 
Windolite screening but are open at the top and have 
removable fronts for access to the plants.
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The method of seed selection was by weight; 
a number of random samples (50-1 5 0) were taken for 
weighing from the stock, a suitably narrow weight 
range with a negligible nitrogen variation selected, 
and the .requisite number of seeds for the experiment 
taken. These were surface - sterilised by flaming' 
absolute alcohol on the testa and sown in a trough of 
sterile, watered sand in a slight excess over the 
actual requirements for the pots. Mien the radicles 
were 1 -2 in. long, the healthiest seedlings were 
removed and transplanted into the sand of the culture 
pots, and inoculated by pouring approximately 5 cc. 
of a suspension of the appropriate bacterial strain 
on to the roots of each plant. During the growth of 
the legumes, the testas and cotyledons were removed 
when shrivelled, and, together with dead leaves shed, 
were preserved in formalin vapour for analysis with 
the rest of the plant material,(in 1 9 3 9, the 
cotyledons were not collected).
The plants v/ere grown under glass at an 
average day temperature of 65°-75°C, Soya bean 
having proved to be an excellent subject for such 
treatment. There was, however, a considerable deterioration 
in the amounts of sunlight available for the plants 
in I9 3 9, and the general growth reflected this change.
The pots within each compartment were periodically 
moved round in order to equalise the effect of mutual
-18-
Shading by the plants.
Bach variety was harvested separately, 
all plants of one variety being harvested together 
at a stage in which partly ripe pods were present.
The complete harvest of the crop v/as spread over 
2-3 weeks, the plants being 100-130 days old.
They were carefully removed from their pots, washed 
free of adhering sand, cut up and dried in an oven 
at 95°C until constant in weight. The dried material 
was quickly powdered in a mill and stored in tightly 
stoppered bottles in an airtight tin.'
Duplicate or triplicate samples [0*l|-0*5 gft 
of dried material for analysis from each pot were 
weighed out in a constant minimum time to obviate 
moisture absorption by the powdered tissues. The 
estimation of total organic nitrogen was carried out 
by using RankerTs (1925) modification of the official 
Kjeldahl method, and tests indicated that an accurate 
recovery of nitrogen v/as obtainable by this process. 
The reagents used were of AnalaR brand and the values 
for the standard solutions were checked at regular 
Intervals; 'allowance for the blank estimations on 
the reagents alone v/as made in the calculations.
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RESULTS
TABLI I DRY WEIGHT and HIT.uOGEI j FIXATION.
Figures for 1 pot; 4 plants per pot in 1938 5 5 plant s in 1 9 3 9*
SERAIN MANCHU
(1938)
NANO HU 
'(1939)”
GREEN
(19
JAP
3 ;
BLACK 0 
(1939)
BROY.
(19
W C
38)
1,
1.
16 • 98
oi— «
26 4*5
1.n -- r r 2®202 * 4
1.
7*70
2,
131*9
1.
11*35
2.
19 2 *2
1.
7*31
2,
169*8
[505] 2. 15*56 237*2 14*40 2 3 0 *2 9 * 86 158*0 13*70 231*4 8*09 181* 9
3* 15*72 232*6 13*18 189*7 7*43 110*0 13*45 244*4 6*21 13 6*0
Ave, 16*09 244*8 13*75 207*4 8 * 33 133*3 12*83 222*7 7*20 16 2*6
1 . 12*13 153*6 1 3*26 182*8 8 *9 6 151*9 20*17 245*3 7*17 125*3
go ro 12*09 1 9 0* 9 13*15 169*4 9*29 146 * 3 17*87 211*7 7 *16 125*4
D  • 14*05 18 2*6 1 3 *0 0 169*8 7*64 107*9 17*58 265*8 5*69 94*5
Ave. 12*76 175*7 13*14 174*0 8 * 63 135*4 18*54 240 • 9 6 *6 7 115*1
1. 1 0* 51 46 * 9 10*03 61*5 9*41 125*4 1 3*81 157*4 6*32 69*1
[17] 2. 7*69 37*5 11*46 70* 5 8 *9 6 107*0 12*41 154*8 5*61 61 *0
6 *3 0 3 1 *2 8*61 53*2 7*48 84* 9 17*32 1 6 4 *5 5*71 4 9 * 5
Ave. 8*14 38 * 5 10*03 61*7 8 • 62 1 0 5 * 8 14* 51 158*9 5 * 8 8 59* 9
1. 12 *50[ 198*0] * 9*85 -1*4 7*41 7*4 6*58 -9*0 4*47 -0*2
C\!
V-dO 10*71[ 170*3] * 5*15 -7*4 6 • 03 2*5 6* 28 -8*2 5*18 3*8
D • 4*95 -0* 7 5*90 -3*1 6*47 2*7 6 • 68 P • R -u 0 5*32 1*0
Ave. 4*9 5 -0*7 5*6-3 -4*0 6 • 64 4*2 6 * 15 —8 * 6 4*99 1*5
Column 1. — Dry Weights (gin, ).
Column 2. - Nitrogen fixed (rag.); seed nitrogen subtracted, 
* Cross infected — see text.
PHOTOGRAPH. II.
MAIiCHU 1958.
By oversight, the sample selected for strain 507 
was one of the two cross-infected pots - the difference 
in growth appearance from all other examples of 
this strain associated with the different varieties 
bears out this suspicion (see Text, p.16).
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PHOT OGIIAPH I I I .
AITCHU
PHOTOSRAPH IV,
CKRESII JAP 1959.
-19d-
PHOTOGRAPH V.
BLACK 0
-19e- 
PHOLOGRAPH VI.
BROY/I: C 1958.
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Three replicate pots v/ere grown in each variety, 
and the growth periods were — 1938 - late May to 
early September and - 1939 - late April to late 
August. The strain combination, dry weight and nitrogen 
fixation data is presented in Table I, p.19.
The separation of the pots within the 
screened compartments was successful in preventing 
cross-infection except in the case of two pots - 
Nos. 1 and 2 of the Manehu-307 combination. It is 
noted that these plants x^roduced much greater dry 
weight and nitrogen fixation figures than would be 
expected from the strain concerned, which was consistently 
ineffective with all other varieties.
Although there is some variation 
between the data for three pots within a combination, 
there are considerably greater differences between 
the pot groups. The effectiveness ranking of the 
strains in association with Manchu is 303> 9> 17 
and lastly 3 0 7; this order is in agreement with the 
.work of Ruf and Sarles (1937) under quite different 
conditions for three of these - 303 > 9* and 307 - 
using Manchu as the host variety. During this work 
in the Madison greenhouses, they found also that 
307 was ineffective in fixing nitrogen and obtained 
figures for it which were below uhinoculated controls 
in dry weight and nitrogen content. Although no
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direct comparison between the dry weights and the 
nitrogen content of the uninoculated controls and 
the rf3 0 7,f plants of the present work is possible 
(the former were not harvested and analysed), the 
two series were very similar in appearance — light 
green, small leaves, spindly stems and of generally 
weak appearance, suggesting nitrogen starvation.
This effect was also noticed by Raju (193&) in 
conditions of insufficient light, when his poor 
strains became parasitic on the host plant and actuall 
removed carbohydrate material, thus reducing the 
dry weight of the legume.
The figures for dry weight and nitrogen 
fixation per pot in Table I p.19 are not directly 
comparable throughout, since the number of plants 
per pot varied in the two years.
- 23-
DISCUSSION.
In making conclusions from the given data, certain 
incidental factors affecting; the results must be 
examined. These might probably have an important 
influence on the final figures obtained -under the 
conditions of the experiment.
Firstly, it must be borne in mind that 
the data are drawn from cultures grown during two 
years of considerably different environmental 
conditions. In 1938, the plants were grown one 
fewer per pit than in 1 9 3 99 and, in the latter year, 
the climatic conditions were much poorer. This may 
partly account for the decreaded nitrogen fixation 
in Manchu - 305 and 9 during 1939*
Perhaps a more important factor is the 
normal growth habit of the legume. Of the four 
varieties employed, Manchu was the largest grower, 
with Black 0 next; Green Jap and Brown C were both 
smaller types. Hence, it is to be expected that 
strains associated with Manchu would fix - other 
things being equal - a greater amount of nitrogen 
than with the other varieties. There is evidence, 
hovrever, that other factors do affect these expected 
results. In order to assess the relative effectiveness
-23-
of the different strains associated with a 
particular variety, a suitable control would be 
to grow uninoculated pots supplied with full 
requirements of culture solution, including 
nitrogen. This treatment -would provide plants 
which aBe as fully standard as could be obtained 
under the particular cultural conditions - sunlight, 
growth periods, sowing conditions, variety growth 
habit, etc. - and would offer a point of contact 
between the different varieties for a comparison 
of relative effectiveness of the strains. In addition, 
such control plants would afford a basis of comparison 
between cultures of one variety grown under 
different conditions, e.g. Manchu cultures of 1938 
and 1939.
In the absence of such standard plants, 
the basis actually employed has been to take the 
most consistently good strain - 303 - and to express 
the figures obtained from the remaining three strains 
in terms of it (see Table II p.24). Since, from 
insjjection, strain 505 appeared to be comparably 
effective with the different hosts, then the 
relative figures for a given.strain on different 
hosts arc also cornuarable.
TABLE II.
STRAIN
505
9
17
507
RELATIVE FIXATION — the nitrogen fixation figures 
per plant are expressed as % of the most uniform 
strain 5 05*
MANCHU GREEN JAP BROUN C
(1938)
1. ; 2. 
61'2 100
43'9 72
9*6 16
-O'2 -Q'3
Column I.
Table I. 
Column 2.
MANCHU
(1939)
1. 2.
41*5 100
34 ’ 8 84
1 2 *3 30 
- 0*8 -2
(1939T
1. 2.
26*7 100
27*1 102 
2 1 •2 79
BLACK 0
(1939)
1. 2.
t44*5 100
4 8 * 2 108 
3 1 *8 71
-1-7 -4
" 0 -938;
40*7 100
28 - 8 71 
1 5 * 0 37
Average nitrogen fixatioiTper plant from
- Relative fixation index.
0*8 3 0*4 1
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The effectiveness ranking of the strains 
in association v/itlx the ilanchu variety is the same 
for both years, although the absolute amounts of 
fixation vary somewhat. In view of the environmental 
differences between the years, it is considered that 
the effectiveness of 505 with the two Manchu crops 
is not radical3.y altered despite the differences 
in absolute data. On the other hand, the relative 
position of the strain 17 plants is considerably 
improved in the second year (see Table II p.2h)> 
and, with the use of a larger number of bacterial 
strains, more closely related in their nitrogen 
fixation effectiveness, a distinct change in the 
ranking might have been obtained here.
In no case in the present experiments 
was there any significant change in the effectiveness 
ranking of the strains employed, and this result 
confirms the observations of jRaju (19 38) on this 
point; under conditions of poor photosynthetic 
activity when the host plant growth was inferior, 
he found, however, that the differences in effectiveness 
between the strains was considerably narrowed.
Strain 9 ,in 1939? showed a small advance in its 
relative position, and 507 was very ineffective in 
both years.
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The varieties G-reen Jap and Black 0 , 
with different growth habits, responded in different 
relative fashion to the nitrogen fixation of the 
four strains. Strain 9 now ranked with 505' and the 
position of 17 was farther enhanced; strain 507 
was still ineffective.
Brov/n C gave data similar to the Manchu 
variety of 1938. The different strains had almost 
the same relative values, except 17 which was considerably 
improved both in dry weight and fixation; strain 
507 ’continued ineffective.
A consideration of the data presented 
in the two Tables will suggest that there is no great 
evidence of significant host specificity in the 
present experiments. Strains 505 and 9 were generally 
good in that order, but on two occasions the latter 
became slightly improved on the former. Strain 17 
was of a medium value and, although it improved its 
relative position on several occasions, it was 
-never quite so effective with all the host varieties 
as were the first two. Strain 507 did not prove to 
be of any value in fixation with any of the host 
varieties.
The problem of the Carbohydrate/Nitrogen 
balance of the host plant and its effect on the 
fixation of nitrogen may be of importance in 
determining a so-called host specificity.
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Raju (1938) believes that the photosynthetic 
activities of certain host species or varieties 
may be below the optimum requirements of a 
particular strain for nitrogen fixation. A 
series of inoculated plants, assisted at the beginning 
of their growth by the addition of a small amount 
of combined nitrogen - to obviate the nitrogen 
starvation period of the earlier stages - and grown 
under good lighting; conditions, should provide data 
which would elucidate Raju’s proposition. It is of 
interest to note in this connection, that the dry 
weight and nitrogen fixation data change in parallel 
fashion with the different combinations of strain 
and host; Raju (loc.cit.), on the other hand, often 
found variations in this respect with Red Grain.
In the same paper, he has also 
suggested that certain strains may reach a Ufull'j 
effectiveness at a lower state of host vigour than 
others - in this respect, some more rapidly growing 
legume varieties might reach this point ahead of 
other types and thus derive an initial advantage 
in nitrogen fixation. If such is the case, then 
the host variety influence may work in this manner. 
Hanchu was always found to be a more rapid grower 
at the seedling stage than the British varieties - 
the increased amounts of nitrogen fixed when in 
association with strain 17 during the less favourable
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1939 season, may be accounted for by some such 
reason as above.
The main conclusions of the experiments 
are that, although a limited amount of host 
specificity was indicated with certain strains - 
notably 17 - no one strain of mediocre effectiveness 
with one variety became outstandingly effective with 
another variety, at least under the cultural 
conditions described. It appears also that the 
British varieties are of similar affinities towards 
the Rhizobiurn strains as one American variety - I.Ianchu, 
so that seeds of the former may, with confidence, 
be inoculated with strains of proved efficiency 
with the American type. The author is informed 
that Dr. Thornton arrived at the same conclusions 
from his experiments at Rothamsted and Woburn.
SUMMARY.
1. Sand, cultures of four Soya bean varieties - 
Manchu (American), Green Jap, Black 0, Brown C (last 
three British) - associated with four strains of 
Rhizobiurn japonica were grown under greenhouse 
conditions.
2. Dry v/eight and nitrogen data were taken, the 
latter being expressed also in relative terms for 
the purposes of comparison within each group.
3. There was evidence for some variation in strain 
effectiveness when associated with different host 
varieties.
4. The strains which were most effective with the 
American variety were also effective with the 
British types.
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The mechanism of transfer of fixed nitrogen from 
the nodule bacteria to the host plant.
INTRODUCTION.
The process by which the nitrogenous 
compounds, elaborated within the bacteria of the 
root nodules, are made available to the host plant 
is still incompletely elucidated.
Some advance in our knowledge of the 
chemical process involved and the nature of the 
intermediate compounds isolated during the fixation 
of nitrogen by symbiotic bacteria has been made by 
the work of Virtanen (1938) in Finland. He believes 
that the nitrogen is transferred in the form of 
amino-acids, mainly asparagine, but offers no 
explanation as to how it passes from the bacterial 
cell to the host plant. In this respect,several 
mechanisms have been postulated, e.g. Fred, Baldwin
and McCoy (1932) p.188, " ....  (l) plant enzymes
may attack the bacteria and change their complex 
nitrogenous substance into a form which may be 
assimilated by the plant; (2) soluble nitrogenous 
compounds may be excreted by the bacteria; (3 ) do at 
and autolysis of the bacterial cells may liberate 
the nitrogenous compounds in forms available for
-• c-pu-
lysing; the rhizobia may account for the production 
of soluble nitrogenous materials". It is interesting 
to note, however, that, after extensive work,
Dangeard (1926), Milovidov (1928) and Thornton (1930) 
have all found that a cytological examination of 
the root nodule tissues shows little sign of any 
bacterial breakdown until the later stages in the 
life of the nodule are reached. Of the above suggestions, 
only (2) is independent of any bacterial disintegration 
process in the liberation of the nitrogenous compounds, 
and would appear to have good claims in explanation 
of the transfer.
In recent work by Bond (1936), an 
inspection of the plant nitrogen data showed 
obviously that the nitrogenous compounds became 
available at an early stage in the legume development. 
Bond (loc. cit.) appears to have been the first 
to study this transfer in a quantitative manner.
From sard cultures of Soya beans at 3-4 weeks up 
to 16 weeks, he took regular samples and analysed 
the plants and nodules separately for total nitrogen.
He was thus able to calculate the amounts of nitrogen 
fixed and transferred through successive harvests* 
from these observations, it appeared that there 
was a large amount (70-90^) of the nitrogen fixed 
in the nodules regularly transferred into the host
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plants. This transfer began shortly after the effective 
development of the nodules on the roots of the Soya 
beans. He concluded from the evidence obtained 
in the experiment that there was little delay in 
the liberation of these, nitrogenous compounds into 
the host cytoplasm and that the transfer rate was 
"thus proportional to, and probably governed by, 
the prevailing rate of fixation1'.
This interpretation of the data 
presented in Bondfs paper was criticised on various 
grounds by Wilson and Umbreit (1937). Their main 
contention is that his data does not allow a choice 
to be made from among the four mechanisms of nitrogen 
transfer already suggested (p.33)j since they claim, 
although unsupportedly, that bacterial breakdown, 
may be difficult to detect within the nodule tissues. 
They indicate that a lag of only several hours is 
necessary for enzymic or autolytic action on the 
bacterial cells to make their nitrogenous compounds 
-available for absorption by the host plant. These 
observations would certainly bear a considerable 
weight if they were supported by the necessary 
cytologicnl evidence — but it is well known that 
such is not forthcoming, and, therefore, the 
objection to Bond’s interpretation loses much of 
its relevance. In view of the word of the
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cytologists and the quantitative results presented 
by Bond (1936), it is difficult to envisage any 
mechanism of transfer other than a passive exosmosi 
of nitrogenous compounds from the bacterial cells; 
such a process is well known in the secretion of 
exotoxins by many pathogenic bacteria.
Bond (1938) has replied to the 
American paper and says that utransfer by excretion 
requires no such destruction of bacteria, and is 
therefore, for the present, to be preferred to the 
other theories1'. An important difference between 
the Wisconsin and Glasgow experiments is that the 
latter plants received a regular high amount of 
nitrogen from the bacteria from the earliest stages 
and that this rate continued more or less constant 
for the rest of the life of the legume. The Wiscons 
plants did not show a high percentage transfer in 
the younger plants. Such differences in the finding 
of the two stations might contribute to the differ 
_of opinion on the interpretation of the data.
The present experiment was set up to 
extend the work by Bond on the Soya bean to another 
leguminous plant. It was designed to study the 
cuantitative relation between fixntion of nitrer ~
casern ■
and the nociules to tnc res d Oj. Dro nost riant
METHODS.
The plants were grown in glazed earthenware 
pots containing 3*6 Kg, of coarse, quartz sand; 
this was treated, as previously described, by 
sterilising for 3 hrs. and adding Hiltner’s culture 
solution to 12% of the weight,
Suttonfs ’’Little Marvel,f dwarf variety of 
Pea (Pisum sativum L,) was used; seeds of uniform 
weight were initially surface sterilised by flaming 
with absolute alcohol and were then allowed to imbibe 
water under sterile conditions on damp blotting 
paper, When the radicles had pierced the testas, 
the seeds were inoculated and sown in the pots J ‘< 
deep. The inoculum was prepared from the crushed 
nodules of a Pea plant; in order to secure as pure 
an inoculum as possible, the nodules were surface 
sterilised by immersion in a solution of mercuric 
chloride and hydrochloric acid, for two minutes; 
the nodules were next rinsed in several changes of 
sterile distilled water, then in armionium sulphide 
solution followed by many further changes of water. 
The nodules were then ground up in a sterile mortar
and made into a suspension in 200 cc. of water:
this preparation was used 1 cc, per seed for inoculatio
The plants were sown on July 10th., 1 9 3 6, 
and grown during the late summer in a greenhouse, 
under conditions similar to those already described 
in the first section. The testas, cotyledons and 
falling leaves were retained over formalin vapour 
for analysis with the rest of the harvested plant 
material.
Samples, each comprising of four pots, 
were harvested at approximately 10 day intervals 
during the growth period. These were removed from 
their pots with care, the nodules detached, counted 
and weighed after 1 hr.’s drying at 93°C. The rest 
of the material was cut up, dried to constant weight 
at 93°C and. powdered for analysis as before.
Analyses-on the dried plant material 
wrere carried out in triplicate samples per pot, 
employing Ranker’s (1923) modification of the 
salicylic acid Kjeldhal method. The nodules were 
estimated ih bulk.
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RESULTS.
The growth of the plants was only fairly 
satisfactory, due mainly to the fact that circumstances 
prevented the experiment being set up earlier in 
the growing season. The vegetative phase of the plants 
was, in consequence, shortened, and the amount of 
fixation lower than would otherwise have been obtained.
The data for dry weight, nitrogen content 
and nodule counts are presented in Table I.
Prom these figures, it is seen that there 
is no direct corellation between the numbers of 
nodules and the fixation efficiency, but it is to 
be noticed that the nodule weights increase steadily 
as the plants become older. At the same time, there is 
a general decrease with age in the percentage nitrogen 
-in the nodules. In harvest No. 4, the nitrogen figure 
for the denodulated plants is similar to that of the 
previous harvest, indicating that a lag in fixation 
and therefore in the transfer of nitrogenous compounds 
from the nodules to the host tissues had occurred. The 
adverse weather conditions may have prevented fixation 
at this stage of the experiment, and there is. probably 
also a samulinr- variation in this harvest.
TABLE I.
Lata for dry v/eight and nitrogen content per pot
of 4 plants; period of growth, July 1 0- Sept, 18, 1 9 3 6.
avests Ave of Stave of Bo.__of  Dry wt. Eltr. cont. nitr. cont. Total
riants dev el on t.nods. denod. p i . denod. •2l- nodule S e n itroyen
1.
(da: £ ) 
29 6 leaves 114
171
208
163
Tgm. )
0 * 80 
0 *8 4  
0*87 
0*7 8
"TingTT
73*9 
7 8*2
*
(mg- )’
8 *0
0/6 4 
! v £M fy-, A
(mg. T
Ave. I64 0*82 3 8 *0 l'j fOr 2*0 3' 0 4 0 *1
9 41 8 leaves 
flowers
170
139
117
169
0*98
1*11
1*03
1*07
93*3
92*9
1 4* 0
Ave. 154 1*03 8-7*1 17 ' • 3*5 7*o 50*6
3. 31 10 leaves
young
pods
269
266
199
173
1*33
1*49
1*33
1*32
108*6
102*7
11*04
10*12
Ave. 223 1*38 32*8 5*3 cr 1 58 • 1
4. 60 10 leaves
pods
filling
182
133
223
235
1*37
1*49
1*40
1*73
103*8
107*0
8*35
9*96
Ave. 198 1*30 32*7 cjl-o 4* 6 57*3
5. 71 pods
almost
full
203
243
169
133
1*83
1 * 6 4
1*61
1*92
114*5
122*3
8*8
.7*2
Ave. 200 1*73 59*2 31-7 4*0 63*2
Avoraye data per pot from 4 pot sample.
Lata from two combined pots.
- 4 Tr
The final harvest showed a slight improvement in 
these respects, although the metabolism of the 
symbiosis was distinctly slowed down in the later 
stages of the growing period.
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DISCUSSIOIT.
The results shown in this series of 
experiments confirm the data obtained by Bond (1936) 
with Soya bean. The interpretation placed upon 
the figures is that there was a high percentage 
of nitrogenous compounds elaborated within the 
bacterial cells transferred to the host cytoplasm, 
and that this passage was going on continuously 
during the development of the legume.
I support of this view, it is semi 
from Table I p.42 that the nodule tissues, including 
the bacterial cells, never at anytime contained 
more than a few milligrams of nitrogen, whereas 
the host plants steadily increased their nitrogen 
content during their growth; Table II p.h5 shows 
that this regular transfer of nitrogen formed a 
considerable amount of that fixed. The ratio column
in this Table confirms the high transfer obfe m r
*r *■"! . _ *7 /-j _ ■ \oy u'Onci U-ee. m  i. • ,.
TABLE II.
Amounts of nitrogen fixed and transferred from 
■ nodule® into plants during successive periods of 
groY/th; seed nitrogen = 33 nig.; data derived from 
Table I.
Period from Fixation of Nitrogen transferred Ratio of nitrogen
sowing vdays) nitrogen (m/r. ) from nodules to transferred to
•plants' '(mg'.T " nttrogen fixed as f
I. 2. 3. 4,
0-29 7*5 6*4 85
29-41 10*3 9*1 8G
41-51 7*5 5-7 76
60-71 5*9 6*5 110
Column 2 obtained by subtracting the total nitrogen
figure of one harvest from the succeeding harvest
(see Table I).
Column 3 obtained by subtracting the denoduleted 
plants-1 nitrogen content figure of one harvest from 
the succeeding harvest (see Table I).
[ During the period 31-60 days, there was no fixation
of nitrogen and thus no figures are presented].
' - c
1/his - interpretation coni'licts with ihs.t 
of Wilson and Umbreit (1937) who derived their 
data from Soya bean experiments at Madison, 
continued over several years. They found that in 
the early stage of legume growth and nitrogen fixation, 
about 3 0 -3 0% of the total nitrogen fixed was retained 
in the nodules. This conclusion is not supported 
by much experimental evidence, as their analyses 
began mainly after the ’’early” stage of the growth 
had been passed. It must be pointed out that, 
wheieas they obtained a transfer ratio' of 4 0-1.37* 
at 2 8 -32 days, the present author obtained a ratio 
of 83/2 at 29 days. The Madison workers agree that 
there is a. subsequent stage when ” a fairly constant 
quantity of the nitrogen fixed is transferred 
from nodule to plant (80-90 per cent)”. At the 
end of the development of the legume, they also 
note a period of variable nitrogen relations. On 
the basis of their data, they conclude that the rate 
of transfer is not a function of the bacterial cell 
so much as a ’’regulatory mechanism” determined by 
the host requirementssin nitrogen at any moment.
It appears obvious, however, that 
whatever construction is placed on the data ol tai: 
from such experiments, there must be relatively 
large amounts of nitrogenous compounds alrea'y
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aveilable for transfer at a very early stage in t 
symbiosis. It is further contended that the preso 
experiments show that, under these conditions at 
least, high rates of transfer do commence at a ve 
early stage in the development of thp 'plants.
This is not to say, however, that the same applie 
necessarily under all conditions; the rate of 
utilisation of these nitrogenous compounds by the 
host plant will certainly affect the rate of 
removal from the nodules and this, in turn, the 
initial transfer from the bacterial cells.
The experiment demonstrates that the 
mechanism is able to provide for a rapid-movement 
of a high proportion of the nitrogen fixed from 
an early stage in the legume development. This 
proposition would conform to the unsupported 
suggestion of Bond (1936) that the excretion of 
nitrogenous compounds from the bacterial cell 
might well be the expression of a respiratory 
mechanism, rather than the formation of amino-aci 
to be released by autolysis or enzyme action at 
the conclusion of the life of the bacterium. This 
passive movement of nitrogenous comnounds from 
the bacterial coll to the host cytoplasm woirm 
then bo a continuous phase in the intcr-relatio::.s 
of the symbionts, and not a phcxnomonon den end ant
—2-1-8—
only on the host demands for a su p p ly  of ni troy on.
Such a hypothesis may be correlated with the activities 
of nitrifying bacteria in the soil, where the 
formation of nitrites and nitrates in this case 
are generally regarded as a result of processes 
essentially respiratory in nature.
The question of nodule efficiency in 
respect of the amounts of nitrogen fixed - as 
measured in relation to the dry weight, of the 
nodules - is of some interest. It is noted that 
there is a period of greatest efficiency towards 
the middle of the legume development; at the 
beginning and the end of the growth period, the 
nodules do not fix nearly as much nitrogen weight 
for weight. In the young; nodules, it may well be 
that the infected cells are not yet completely 
filled with bacteria, or that the bacterial 
population has not begun to fix nitrogen under 
optimum conditions. It is, however, in the later 
stages that the first signs of bacterial decay are 
detected - this would naturally be reflected in 
a decreased nodule efficiency; the fixation of 
nitrogen in such nodules falls considerably, but 
it is cignificeiit that the transfer ratio still 
remains at a high figure [this is true genem'lly 
of the last three harvests (Tables I and II' in
altered]. Thus,in the older nodule, the bacteria 
which are still fixing nitrogen are behaving in 
similar fashion to those of the most vigorous 
fixation stages. It would appear,then, that the 
digestion of bacteria is not a necessary preliminary 
to the release of nitrogenous compounds for the 
host plant1s use.
SUMMARY.
1. Pot cultures of Peas were set up to 
investigate the process of transfer of nitrogenou 
compounds formed in the bacterial cells to the 
host cytopl P Slil#
2. Data is presented indicating that a large 
■percentage-of the nitrogen fixed in the nodules 
is regularly transferred to the host tissues, 
and that this supply of nitrogen to the higher 
symbiont becomes available shortly after the 
commencement of fixation.
3. A comparison of these results with those of 
other workers is. made, and suggestions to account 
fon the. process are offered.
- r:'l~
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III.
The excretion of nitrogenous substances from 
leguminous root nodules into the rooting medium.
-54-
INTRODUCTION.
The term ’’excretion1' was first employed 
in the present connection by Lipman (1912); he 
observed a distinct benefit in the nitrogen content 
of certain non-legumes grown in association with 
legumes, which was not detected in pure cultures 
of the former. To account for this, he suggested 
a process whereby a certain amount of the nitrogen 
fixed in the nodules found its way into the 
surrounding rooting medium and-was absorbed by 
the associated non-legume. This important observation, 
with all its practical implications, was largely 
laid aside until the matter came mnder the attention 
of Virtanen and his co-workers at Helsinki who have 
published a number of valuable papers during the 
last decade.
The occurrence of such a leakage of 
nitrogen into the rooting medium of a nodulated 
legume, and its subsequent absorption by any 
associated non-legumes, been proved
conclusively over a large number of pot culture
-55-
experiments by the Finnish workers. They analysed
the sand of legume cultures and found that a consider able;
amount of the nitrogen fixed had been excreted
from the root systems. In their associated
cultures, the non-leguminous ’'detector’1 plants v/ere
invariably richer in nitrogen than comparable
controls grown by themselves. That this excretion
took place from the nodules themselves, was demonstrated
by Virtanen (1938) a tube was inserted into a
sterile, uninoculated sand culture, and the sand
within it inoculated with a suitable bacillus
strain, so that the only roots which developed
nodules v/ere those growing into the tube. The two
different sands v/ere analysed for total nitrogen
and only that within the tube showed, any increase.
He concluded that the excretion was connected closely 
with the activities of the nodule bacteria and 
not merely a leakage from the roots themselves.
The'word excretion suggests an active 
process, but it is generally agreed, that any passage 
of chemical substances from the bacterial cell 
and nodule is of a passive nature. At the same time, 
it is difficult to find a word which adequately 
describes the process envisaged, and it has non 
passed into the vocabulary of tho literature on 
symbiotic nitrogen fixation. It is to be noted that
the same term had previously been used in reference 
to a movement of fixed nitrogen from £he bacterial 
cells to the host cytoplasm, not necessarily 
followed by movement into the soil.
The work already quoted (Virtanen et al. 
1935* 193e, 1 9 3 7> 1 9 3 8) indicates that the legume 
(usually Pea) may excrete as much as &0% of the 
total nitrogen fixed into the rooting medium: 
when non-legumes were grown in association with the 
legume plants, the excretion tended to become even 
greater, so that the former acted as a stimulus 
to the prooess. Virtanen has suggested a number of 
possible factors influencing the phenomenon and has 
described carefully the conditions under which his 
experiments were set up. Attempts at a repetition 
of his work by other experimenters, however, have 
generally resulted in failure to obtain excretion, 
although Wilson (Wilson and Burton 1938)? working 
at Helsinki, found some evidence of it in certain 
of his Pea cultures. In this paper, they'review 
critically a group of experiments earried out at 
Helsinki and at Madison; in the latter place, 
cultures of a Finnish Pea and bacterial strain
-57-
and v.dth different amounts of total nitrogen fired 
also varied in this respect,
A number of other workers have reported 
negative findings, Ludwig and Allison (1937) failed 
to get any excretion with associated cultures of 
different legumes including Pea and Soya bean and 
a variety of cereals. Trumble and Strong (1937)? 
Strong and Trumble (1939) and Shapter (1939)? 
working at the Waite Institute, Adelaide, Australia, 
obtained negative results in both pot culture and 
plot tests for excretion. En&el and Roberg . (1935), 
working on Clovers and non-leguminous, nodulated 
types such as Alder, Hippophae and Eleagnus, found 
no excretion. Variable results were obtained by 
Thornton and TTicol (193d) and ITowotnowna (1937) at 
Rothamsted using lucerne, clover and peas as the 
legumes and barley and ryegrass as the detectors.
This work included plot experiments and some evidence 
of benefit to the non-legumes was shown but the main 
interest concerned the effect of nitrogenous 
manuring on the associated, growth relations.
Nicol (l93h, 1935) has reviewed the literature on 
associated growth. to that date, and Wilson (1937) 
has collated later information in his revicr. .
The present author set up) expert', eef c in 
1937 designed to detect excretion of nitrogen from
-58-
ihe nodules of Pea, as an extension o& observation, 
on the passage of fixed nitrogen from the nodules 
to the host plants (Part II). At that time, the 
only observations on excretion available were 
those of Virtanen and Thornton and Nicol, in 
addition to Lipmanfs work. Some of the results of 
the present experiments have already been describe 
briefly in a publication by Bond and Boyes (1939)*
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MBTHODS.
Sand culture methods v/ere again employed 
in these experiments using glazed pots of two sizes 
containing 3*6 Kg. and 1*8 Kg. respectively. The 
original nitrogen content of the sand was determined 
and was found to he 22 nig. per 3*6 Kg* In certain 
cases, which depended on sand analyses, the sand 
was ignited before autoclaving to reduce the original 
nitrogen; this treatment resulted in a figure of
11.*5 mg. per 3*6 Kg. of sand. The sand was buffered, 
as before, with the addition of CsCCh, and the 
culture solutions used: were (a) Rothansted,
(b) Hiltner’s, both without nitrogen.
The plants were grown during the summer 
months'Of 1937 and were under glass in a temperate 
grearhouse, as in previous experiments.
The cultures consisted both of legumes 
alone and legumes associated with non-legumes or 
uninoculated legumes. The former were Peas (Pisum 
sativum L. ) "Gradus", and Broad beans (Vicis Paha L. ) 
"Llonarch LongTioG"; in the mixed cultures, B a r le y  
(llordeui.i vulgare L. ) !,Spratt Archer" and french 
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L. ) were added. 
Sterilisation of the so- f ve car.*-led out bv
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immersion in absolute alcohol, fol Towed by a 0• 2f. 
solution of corrosive sublimate and subseguent 
washing in several changes of sterile, distilled water. 
After imbibing for 2-3 days on damp blotting paper, 
the seeds were sown when the radicles had pierced 
the testas; as usual, a small excess was sown in 
each pot and the seedlings thinned out later to 
the reqmisite number. Inoculation of the Peas was 
carried out at sowing, using an effective Finnish 
bacterial strain HX, supplied by Prof. A. I. Virtanen.
The Broad beans were inoculated in similaf* fashion, 
using a bacterial strain which had been isolated 
locally.
Harvesting of all the pots was effected 
(a) in the pure cultures, at various intervals 
during grow/th, (b) in the mixed cultures, at the 
end of the experimental period when the plants were 
mature.The plants were carefully removed from the 
sand and the latter was sifted for root fragments.
After drying and mixing, four samples of 200 gm. of 
sand were taken from each pot; this was extracted 
with a known volume of water which was removed 
through a Biichner filter. The extract was concentrated 
to a suitable volume for combustion and Gistillation 
as for the plant material, using the Klelohr1 
method. Root washings were also taken and, after 
evaporation, were ans.ly S'Ol in the usual way.
samples per pot in the first three harvests of 
the pure cultures, and, subsequently, all analyse 
were carried out by bulk combustion in which the 
whale plant was placed in a flask and combusted 
directly.
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RESULTS.
TABLE I.
Based on 1 pot samples; 1 *8 Kg. of sand, original 
nitrogen content 2.3 mg. per pot; Rothamdted culture 
solution; TIGradusu Peas, 3 nitrogen content
of 3 seeds = 42 mg. ; Bacillus strain HX; period of 
growth, March 13th.- July 27th., 1937.
Harvests Age of Sta.p-e of Total S and ni tr0g en
plants
(days)
development nitrogen 
(length and (mg. ) 
nod. per pi. )
increase * 
~(rag.~)
Inoculated
1. 36 5 leaves 36 • 6 1*6
2. 50 40 cm. 12 n. 46*2 1*2
3. 85 85 cm. 19 n. 6 4 *4 8*7
4. 108 85 cm. 25 n. 61*9 5*7
3. " 126 moribund with 
sec. shoots
66-8 6*7
Uninoculated
1.
2.
74
130
72 cm. sec. 
shoots
39-4
38*0
7' 7 
6*1
* Obtained: by subtracting originsil sand nitrogen
figure from total dand nitrogen aif ter 0:cperiment.
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TABLE II.
Based on 1 pot samples; 1*8 Kg, of sand, original 
nitrogen content 2*3 mg* per Hiltner’s culture
solution; uGradusif Peas, 3 per pot, nitrogen content 
of 3 seeds = Zplj. mg,; Bacillus strain "HX; period of 
growth, May 29th.- August 28th., 1937*
Harvests Age of Total Sand nitrogen
•plants nitrogen increase *
( days ) (mg. ) (mg. )
Inoculated.
1. 45 53*9 4*4
2. 54 65*0 3*6
3. 67 79*2 9’3
4. 91 ju’5 10-5
Oninoculateil
1. 67 37'g . 7*6
2: 67 37*3 ■. 8-5
3. 67 38*6 . 4-7
Ave. 67 37’6 6*9
* Obtained by subtracting original sand nitrogen 
figure from total sand nilenuun after e: perirmut.
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The figures r>resented in the first two 
Tables relate to pure legume crops. In the first 
case, the plants were grown under glass continuously, 
but in the second, the pots were placed outside 
on a sunny verandah for several hours per day during 
their development. This difference of treatment is 
reflected in the nitrogen fixation of the two series - 
in Table II there is a much better fixation which 
increased to a higher level at an earlier stage than 
in the first crop; this-:. remained for some time at a 
lower maximum of nitrogen fixed. The uninoculated 
control plants, in both cases, are very similar in 
nitrogen content.
The sand analyses gave results which were 
consistently very low in respect of nitrogen content. 
The increase of nitrogen in the dand, above that 
already present at the beginning; of the experiment, 
never exceeded a few milligrams, in contradistinction 
to the results of Virtanen. An estimation of the 
amount of nitrogen in the sand derived from "remaining 
root fragments has been made by Bond (1938) and may 
account for some of this increase. There id a. general 
tendency for this increase to be greatest as the 
plants become older, i.e. as the root systems 1; no owe 
more extensive with age. This increase, however, is 
not regular, and is found, as v;ould be ownected from 
this explanation, in the uninoculated wots also.
- 6 %
TABLl:'; III,
Based on 1 pot samples; 3 *6 Kg*, of sand, original 
nitrogen content 20 mg. per pot; Rothamsted culture 
solution; "Gradus’1 Peas, 3 per pot, nitrogen content 
of 3 seeds = Li2 mg.; ’iSpratt Archer’' Barley, 2 per pot, 
nitrogen content of 2 grains = 1*8 nig, : Bacillus 
strain HX; period of growth, March 18th.- July 26th.,193?
Harvests Age of? Total legume Nitrogen cont. Nitrogen i 
•plants nitrogen of assocd. ul. of assocd.
(daysj ; (mg. ) (mg’.! (msT)
Inoeulated
1. 133 72-0 . 2*9 1*1
2. 133 61*3 3\k 1*C
3. 133 similar 3/4 1*6
k' 133 similar 3*2 1 * 3
5- 79° 101*7 2*9 1*1
>culated '
1. 133 36*4' 3-1 1*3
2* 133 similar 2*7 0*3
* Seed nitrogen subtracted from previous column.
0 Period of growth, June nth.- August 23rd., 1237.
ph qt og3iap:i _ i.
PBA-3 and BAHLEff
-.axed cultures of a. legume and a non-legume, the 
latter being employed for the detection of escretion. 
Left — uninoculated control Peas,
Right — inoculated Peas.
ITote the similarity of the Barley development in 
oth pots.
TABLE IV.
Based on 1 pot samples; 3 *6 Kg* of sand, original 
nitrogen content 20 mg. per pot; Hiltner's culture 
solution; "Longpod" Broad bean, 2 per pot, nitrogen 
content of 2 deeds = 130 mg. ; ’'Canadian Wonder” French 
bean, 1 per pot, nitrogen content of 1 seed = 17 mg.; 
Bacillus strain isolated from other Broad beans; 
periods of growth, Broad bean,- April 6th.- July 3 1st., 
French bean - April 27th.- July 31st., 1937.
Pot No. Dry wt. Nitrogen fixed ' Nitrogen content
by Broad bean of French bean 
(gm. ) {rag.) (mg'. ) ~
Inoculated
1. 13*4 312 16.
2. 1 3*2 303 17
3. 1 4 *0 273 17
A* similar similar 19
Uninoculated
1. 8* A
2. similar
3. similar
0
e
o
18
19
19
-65a*-
piio tog bap i: i i .
EP.OAD BEAI. and Ph il  eh BJAh.
Mixed cultures of legu. es of different cross- 
inoculation groups. The Broad beans in the right 
hand not were inoculated but not the French beans; 
the left hand pot shows uninoculated control 
Broad beans.
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Tables III and IV are derived fro..: 
nixed cultures of legumes and non-legumes. In the 
second case, the pots were prepared and the seeds 
sown by the present author; the cultures were 
thereafter talceh over by Dr. Bond for harvesting 
and analysis.
In the first experiment, the Barley 
plants were grown in association with the Peas to 
act as ’fretector" -plants for any possible excretion 
of nitrogen; this might be indicated by an increase 
in their nitrogen content. This increase was not 
obtained in any pot and the Barley plants varied litt 
from their counterparts in the control pots, both 
in appearance and nitrogen content. In every case 
there ytbs a slight nitrogen increase which cannot be 
attributed to an excretion process as envisaged by 
Virtanen.
The Broad bean - French bean experiment 
confirms the results of the previous mixed cultures. 
Although the French bean belongs to a different 
cross-inoculation group from the Broad bean, its 
roots were nodulated by the Broad bean bacillus strai 
It was apparent, however, that the nodules were 
ineffective since no nitrogen was fixed. If an;; snore 
her tafon place, it was felt that a related 1 g-u; is 
of a different group might more easily absorb the 
particular nitrogenous forms role fused.
to the French, beans. Some of the latter, grown along 
with uninoculated Broad bean control plants, contained 
as much nitrogen as those in the inoculated pots.
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DISCUSSIOH.
The results obtained from the experiments 
described in this section of the research confirm 
the lack of excretion of nitrogenous compounds into 
the rooting medium, characteristic of the Glasgow 
work. These negative findings receive support by 
other work at different stations already described 
and reviewed in Wilson’s paper (1937).
A study of the different legumes 
reported to have given excretion, indicates that they 
belong mainly7' to the so-called ’'coPl weather’* types 
(Ludwig and Allison 1937). The Pea has given the 
most consistently positive results-, and Virtencn (1938b) 
has also succeeded in obtaining the excretion effect 
in Clovers, Vetches and Alder. Thornton and liicol (193d) 
report excretion with lucerne; Lipman (1912; used 
the Soya bean in his pioneer experiments but got only 
small amounts of excreted compounds. Wilson and 
V/yss (1937)? however, obtained, suite good excretion 
(hOy of the total fixation) with lianchu Soya born.
In all the Glasgow work, none of the legumes eneloyed
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(Soya bean, Pea and Broad bean) have given any 
significant indication ? oxf excretion, and, in'iri-ew 
of these variable reports, it would appear that the 
factor or factors controlling this phenomenon must 
be sought elsewhere than in the type of legume 
employed.
There are two further biological factors 
which may be concerned in the conditioning of 
excretion - bacillus strain and associated non-legumes.
In the first case, the bacillus strains 
employed in these experiments were known to be 
efficient in nitrogen fixation, and the Finnish 
strain HX, under Virtanen’s conditions, has been used 
in cultures which have shown a vigorous excretion.
It may be objected that the combination of British 
Pea varieties with a Finnish bacillus strain is not a 
suitable arrangement for excretion, since Virtanen (1938a) 
considers that the host variety and the associated 
strain are important factors. In further work at 
G-laasgow (Bond and Boyes 1939)* however, employing 
the Finnish Peas "Torsaag" and "Concordia1* associated 
with the good strain HX, no evidence of excretion was 
forthcoming.
The possibility that a non-leguniuoua 
plant grown in association with a legui le might 
stimulate the letter’s excretion, has aIreaay been 
mentioned. Thornton anu Hicol (1 9 3 4) found that
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rye-grass grown along with lucerne contained tv/ice 
as much nitrogen than when grown alone; Virtenen 
and others (1937b, 1938b) have provided a considerable 
body of data in support of this proposition. In 
mixed sand cultures of Peas and Barley, they found 
that from 20-73^ of the excreted nitrogen found its 
way into the non-legume plants, and that the total 
excreted nitrogen - in the sand and absorbed by the 
non-legumes - was' much greater than in a pure legume 
culture. The extent of this excretion was further 
influenced by the ratio of non-legumes to legumes; 
as this increased, the excreted amounts arose until 
the legumes actually suffered from the effects of 
nitrogen starvation although their total fixation 
of nitrogen had been stimulated by the presence of the 
non-legumes.
This kind of result was never obtained 
in the present work; in no case was there any 
suggestion of such excretion or that the associated 
non-legumes had benefitted by increased nitrogen 
content. Prom the figures obtained in the analyses 
of the Barley (Table III) and French bean (Table IV) 
associated plants, it was apparent that they had 
derived no additional nitrogen from any source during 
their growth. Their development vac poor, a1thou, f 
the root systems were well branched and obviously 
able to absorb the sirynlieo salts of the culture
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solution; the roots of the tv:o types of plants were 
closely connected, but, nevertheless, no nitrogenous 
benefit was forthcoming for the non-legumes.
The fixation of nitrogen in the Peas 
(Table III) was somewhat lower than normal for such 
cultures, and it may be suggested that the legumes 
required all the fixed nitrogen for their own 
metabolism so that the non-legume plants had perforce 
to do without any assistance. This contention is 
disposed of in view of' Virta.nenf s finding that the 
associated plants stimulated the legume metabolism 
in the excretion of nitrogen — this was not at all 
a feature of the present work, possibly because the 
non-legumes were not suitable for this stimulative 
function.
Such biological factors, by themselves, 
are probably not the controlling factors in the 
occurrence of excretion, and a number of purely 
physical conditions, not inherent to the plant 
systems, have also been suggested.
The necessity of a solid medium of high 
adsorptive properties has been stressed by Virtanen 
(1935,1936,1937a), and he also considers that the 
air content of the medium is important. An increase 
in the air content - usually by the use of a finer 
grained sand - was found to increase the excretion of
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nitrogen. A comparison of the physical properties 
of the Finnish sand and the coarse quartz sand (Bond 
and Boyes 1939) used in these experiments shows that 
the former was considerably finer and contained a 
certain proportion (5>o) of silt and colloidal material 
which would increase mts adsorptive properties oVer 
the latter. On the other hand, Peas and other legumes 
grown by Dr. Bond (Bond and Boyes loc. cit.) in his 
uSuperfine red sand1' which was considerably finer 
than the Finnish quartz, did not excrete any nitrogen, 
Virtanen (19355 1936) obtained no excretion in water 
cultures of Peas but found no difficulty in inducing 
no delation and good fixation of nitrogen in cultures 
which were aerated - this problem is fully dealt with 
in another section - so that a distinct relation 
between excretion and fixation is not suggested. He 
believes that the nodules must be in contact with 
solid materials before excretion will take place.
In fiew oid the object of these present 
experiments, the sand in which the plants had grown 
was analysed with great care. It was dried, washed, 
and filtered under pressure, using methods very 
similar to those of Virtanen (1937), but in 210 case 
did the nitrogen content of the sand exceed its 
original figure before use in culture by more 
then a few milligrams. An interesting confirmation of
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of the washings of the roots taken at harvests.
The amount of nitrogen derived from such likely 
extractions was always negligible so that no.figures 
from this source are presented.
It is thus seen that, in this important 
matter of sand analyses, the present results are 
consistently at variance with those claiming positive 
evidence of excretion into the rooting medium.
In a'.very recent communication,
Virtanen (1940) has suggested that the porosity of 
the culture pots - indirectly related to the air 
content of the medium - influences the process of 
excretion. He found that, generally, the pots which 
were most porous were also most efficient in 
stimulating excretion. The pots used by the author 
were all of glazed earthenware and, in this respect, 
differed fundamentally from those of Virtanen*s 
latest work; this arrangement would undoubtedly 
interfere with the exchange of air between the 
atmosphere and the rooting medium through the 
porous pot wall, and might v/ell have been considered 
among the conditioning factors, but for the fact that 
Virtanen himself has obtained excellent excretion 
using glass flasks.and Wolff bottles as containers.
Another physical feature connects- \sith 
the culture system and uoirte a out by Virtanen ^1937}
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is the leaching effect of watering the plants,
The water might dissolve any soluble excreted nitrogen 
and wash this‘down to the more absorptive regions of 
the root systefnos where it would be reabsorbed.
In pure eultures, this argument might explain the 
absence of excreted nitrogen in the sand, but, on the 
other hand, the roots of associated non-legumes would 
also absorb this nitrogen an dja!p e suit ant increase in 
nitrogen content would be found. This was absent in 
the present experiments.
Finally, the quantity of light falling
on such legume cultures has recently been studied iiiJL
relation to fixation. Ludwig and Allison (1937) 
obtained varying responses to different light 
intensities and daily duration, without being able to 
make any definite conclusions, Wilson and Burton (1938) 
discuss the different arrangements of the Helsinki 
and Madison greenhouses in view of the possible effect 
of this factor on excretion. These workers obtained 
Pea plants, grown under very good conditions of 
sunlight, which were comparable to plants grown in the 
field. The Peas fixed large amounts of nitrogen but 
did not invariably show excretion, so that they do 
not consider lighting conditions to be an important 
factor. A detailed comparison of the sunlight 
conditions obtaining between th Helsinki and
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G-lasgow stations hrs boon marie in the paper by 
Bond and Boyes (1933). It is to be noted that the 
latter station receives much less direct sunshine 
than the former and that the daylength is also 
somewhat shorter, nevertheless, satisfactory growth 
and fixation of the same order as the Helsinki 
plants has been obtained, although invariably negative 
in respect of Excretion. Artificial illumination of 
legume crops has also been employed - Virtanen (1937a) 
reports excellent excretion on various occasions in 
winter crops grown under 1000 ¥. lamps suspended 
above, the culture pots. In unpublished work, mentioned 
by permission of Dr. Bond, a repetition of these 
experiments at OlasgoY/, under identical conditions, 
has yielded only further negative results in the 
matter of excretion.
From a consideration of these physical 
factors and the critical evidence of a number of 
experiments, it is again clear that they cannot be 
wholly responsible for the occurrence or absence 
of excretion, and the solution to the varied results 
obtained may be found in the proper combination of 
a number of these factors - both biological and 
physical.
The general growth of the legumes 
throughout the present series of exp or inont s we r 
never outstandingly vigorous, probably because
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circumstances necessitated the cultures being kept
under glass most of the time, a preferable procedure
for Peas being to place them out of doors as much
as possible. Virtanen (1937B)» hov/ever, obtained an
excretion of 80/i of the total nitrogen from Peas
which had fixed relatively little. Wilson and Burton (1938-)-
obtained negative results in respect of
excretion under conditions of good and bad growth
of the legume. It would appear that there is no
fundamental connection between fixation and excretion.
The regular small increases of nitrogen 
found in the sand after harvests have still to be 
accounted for. This may be due entirely to root 
fragments left behind in the sand which was carefully 
hand-sifted before analysis, but, undoubtedly, some 
little organic matter of this nature remained.
In addition, a certain amount of nitrogen may have 
reached the rooting medium from any legume rootlets 
which were bruised, by the friction of the sand 
particles, theidoy facilitating a leakage from the 
vascular system.
The whole question of the structure of 
the nodule and the -possibility of an escape of 
nitrogenous comrounds as envisaged by Virtanen, 
arises now. It is generally believed that the 
developing nodule is soon surrounded by an impermeable 
suberis^d layer outside the vascular connections;
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th is layer in the younger stages is incomplete at 
the distal end of the nodule,but, in the mature 
structure, closes up forming anatomically an organ 
which is less likely to provide a means of excretion 
than would an ordinary root - yet Virtanen has 
shown (see p.3 5) that excretion is a function of 
the nodule. In the older nodules, tissue necrosis 
is well known and it might be expected that a 
nitrogen leakage would occur from such struetures; 
the excretion, as observed by recent workers 
however, occurs from an early stage in the life of 
the nodule, and that in apperciable amounts.
The general conclusions to be drawn 
from_these experiments are that, uiider the Glasgow 
conditions of culture and environment, there is no 
evidence of an excretion of nitrogen from the 
nodules of Peas and Broad beans into the rooting 
medium. In mixed crops, there is no nitrogenous 
benefit derived by the non-legume from its association 
v/ith legume plants. It is submitted that the whole 
question of the agricultural application of such 
theoretical hypothesis cannot be supported by much 
experimental work, at least in this country.
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SUMMARY.
1. Pure cultures of Peas and mixed culturew of 
Peas and Barley and Broad beans and French beans 
were set up to investigate the reported excretion
of nitrogenous compounds from the nodules of certain 
legumes into the rooting medium.
2. Analyses of plant material and the rooting dand 
derived from these cultures did not support the 
findings of some (bther workers - notably Virtanen 
at Helsinki - in which an increase in the nitrogen 
of the rooting medium and the associated detector 
plants was attributed to an excretion from the 
legume nodules.
3. A discussion of different factors - both 
biological and physical - which might influence 
excretion is made. Tests, under conditions which 
had given positive results with,other workers, 
were consistently negative in the present work.
h. It is concluded that, as far as the present 
experiments are concerned, there, is no evidence for 
such an excretion from the nodules of the legumes
emploocd.
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IV.
Xa investigation of the growth of leguminous plants 
in water culture, with special reference to the effect 
of aeration on fixation and growth.
•o u-
INTRODUCTION.
In the study of the physiological relations 
of the plant, the use of the water culture method 
rather than of solid rooting media, is often found 
to be advantageous. The elucidation of the special 
physiology of nodmlated leguminous plants carried 
out in this laboratory has been concerned mainly w;ith 
plants grown in sand culture, but it became desirable 
to investigate the circumstances under which satisfacto: 
growth of nodulated legumes r- especially Soya bean - 
in nitrogen-free water culture is possible.
A number of earlier investigators 
have attempted the culture of leguminous plants 
under such conditions, throwing some light on the 
problem. ITobbe and Hiltner (1899) concluded that 
nodulation could take place in water cultures, but 
that the nodules were of "little or no benefit to 
the plant1'. Golding (1903) > who obtained moderately 
good growth of Peas in water culture, considered also 
that the nodules were of little value under these 
conditions and found that aeration of such nodulaton 
plants did not benefit them in roupset of growth a: /■ 
fixation, he grew unacrated plants which were twine 
as great as corresponding aerated cultures in dry
weight and nitron*en content, but offers no exploretion 
for this effect. In another series of experiments 
which received, bubbling of the roots with pure 
oxygen, there was not much improvement and continued 
poor fixation of nitrogen. In a third series of 
nodulated Pea j)lsnts, in which the diffusion of 
oxygen from the air into the culture solution was 
obstructed by a layer of oil, he obtained no nitrogen 
fixatio^. He also grew a number of uninoculated 
control plants to which combined nitrogen as ITH^ ITO^  
was supplied - in all these cases, the plants were 
much superior to their inoculated, counterparts.
In some of the uninoculated jars, the roots were 
exposed to the air for certain periods, whilst the 
rest remained immersed continuously in the culture 
solution. ri'he latter had a higher dry weight and 
nitrogen content thaii. thejexposed series.
Prucha (1915)> working with Pea, obtained 
no stimulative effect on the number or size of the 
nod.ules when the roots were aerated. .ITodules developed 
as much as 30 cm. below the surface of the soil 
extract solution which he used; apparently sufficient 
ait for the purpose of nodulation was available at 
th^t depth.. Unde:^  these conditiond, he dido found 
that nodules developed as long as new root tis:iv- 
waa formed but he made no observation;: on nitro on 
fixation. Wilson (1917) Has suggested, that nodulation
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in writer culture is a variable feature connecter! with 
the particular concentration and combination of 
salts used. He set up a large number of small, 
short term experiments and recorded only the occurrence 
or absence of nodules in each case,
Virtanen and von Hausen (1935* 1 9 3 6) 
set up experiments with Peas in sand and v/ater 
cultures, and found that efficiency in nitrogen 
fixation depended largely on the air supply to the 
nodules. In unaerated water cultures, where the 
nodules were completely submerged and nodulation 
was very poor, the fixation was very small by their 
standards, but similar to that obtained by Golding (1 9 0 3) 
with comparable plants. As progressively increasing 
amounts of air became available to the legume roots 
by means of aeration or lowering the level of the 
culture solution, the nitrogen fixation increased 
proportionately. In the last instance, best fixation 
was obtained only when all the nodules were out 
of the solution and only the absorptive tips of the 
root systems were submerged. When the solution was 
covered with a layer of oil, or when a stream of 
nitrogen was bubbled through, no nodulation took 
place. Except in the last case, these results are 
precisely opposite to those obtained by Golding' (foe, cit
n  -7 
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From this experimental evidence, the Finnish workers 
concluded that .’'oxygen is indispensable for the formation 
and fanetion of the nodules11.
In this connection, the experiments of 
Wilson and Fred (1937) are of interest. They worked 
with sand cultures of red clover which were placed in 
a specially controlled atmosphere of which the p8^ 
could be regulated. They found that both inoculated 
and uninoculated (with nitrate supplied) plants 
gave substantially the same response to variations in 
this factor - at an oxygen pressure of more than 
0*I± atm. , the fixation or uptake of nitrogen decreased 
markedly; at such, higher pOg values, they believe 
that an increased respiration takes place, with a 
consequent depletion of carbohydrate reserve. Such 
plants 7/e re ’'pale green in color, spindly and smooth, 
whereas those grown at a more normal pC^ were dark 
green, thrifty and pubescent1'. They concluded that 
their experiments showed that any hypothesis involving 
the use of molecular oxygen in nitrogen fixation 
was not tenable on the basis of their results, since 
they found 110 differences between the response of the 
inoculated and uninoculated series. They consider that 
molecular oxygen is only of indirect influence, in so 
far as it affects the carbon metabolism of the 
plant, which conclusions are also at variance with 
those of Virtanen art von T>unon (1933? 193-)•
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Various workers., using techniques other 
than water cmlture methods, have considered that 
oxygen is necessary for the functioning of the 
nodules, Thornton (1930’) found that lucerne and 
clover seedlings with their nodules embedded in agar 
did not fix much nitrogen; at a later stage, when 
the agar gracked and the nodules had access to 
oxygen, the functioning and fixation was greatly 
improved. Feher and Bokor (192.6 ) hac^already made 
this observation in fespect of the nodules of other 
1eguminous t yp e s.
The effect of the pH of the culture 
solution on the growth and fixation of the Soya bean 
has been studied by Ba?yan (1 9 2 2) who found that 
there was an Optimum narrow range about pH 6 *5.
In addition, he found that the limits for inoculation 
were pH h *6 and pH 8 ; for the growth of Soya beans, 
pH 3*9 and pH 9*6; he also observed that the legume 
stabilises the culture solution at a favourable pH 
val$ce. Loo (1928) believes that the pH factor is 
even more important than aeration on the legume 
development.
The present experiments were designed 
to investigate the possibility of securing satisiVa tor;/ 
growth of nodulated Soya bean plants in nitrogon-froe 
water culture, with special reference to the effect <>•
The cultures of nodul&ted plants comprised 
two groups. In the first, a steady stream of air' 
was passed through the aqueous rooting medium during 
the growth of the plants, while in the second group, 
no air was bubblecijthnough the medium* though diffusion 
of air from the external atmosphere into the 
culture solution was possible. Observations were
made on the growth and nitrogen fixation of these
two groups of plants.
In addition, corresponding; series of 
uninoculated control plants were grown under the 
same conditions in order to discover whether the 
aeration effect was related generally to the growth 
of the legumes, or whether it had some specific 
influence on the functioning of the nodules. These 
controls wrere supplied with a certain amount of nitrat 
nitrogen to balance the benefit derived from nitrogen 
fixation in the inoculated series.
During the summer of 19h0, Dr. Bond 
carried out two sets of similar experiments to
confirm the results obtained by the present author
during 1938 and 1939* The data for one of these 
1940 cultures is presented later.
i.aajj 1 HOD s>«
Large, v/ide-mouthed, glass jars of 
approximately 3 litre Rapacity were used, and were 
initially sterilised by washing with alcohol followe 
by sterile distilled water. These were fitted, in 19 
with waxed, sterile shives, and, In 1939 and 199-0 , 
with flanged, teak caps; the covers were slotted 
to receive three seedlings, and bored to admit an 
aeration tube and a siphon tube which facilitated 
the replacement of the culture solution without 
exposing the roots by removal of the top. The jars 
were covered on the outside with opaque paper to 
prevent the growth of algae. Aeration was carried 
out by theuse of glass tubes attached to porous ston 
diffusion blocks (1938 and 1 9 4 0) or by simple taperi 
of the tubes (1 9 3 9)* ihese dipped deeply into the 
culture solution and were all connected outside the 
jars to a common air• supply; the air was drawn from, 
the greehouse and was thus relatively pure, it was 
filtered through cotton wool plugs, to. prevent infect 
of the control plants. An adequate air current 'mr; 
obtained, from; a small air pump operated by a water 
turbine; this arrangement gave a reliable and et dp 
air flow during the first two years of tim oupcvu.
In 1 > ;.0, a better pump was installed and the aorrtion 
for that year was v e r y  jamcIi improved - this was 
reflected in the growth of the cultures.
The culture solution used was Bryan’s (1 9 2 2) 
modification of Crone’s solution without nitrogen; 
owing to the large quantities required, this could 
not he sterilised, but care was taken to prevent 
infection by using water direct from the still.
A microelement solution (see p.1 5 ) was added at the 
rate of 10 cc. per jar. The solutions were changed 
at intervals of 3 -4  weeks in 1938 and 1 9 3 9? and 
fortnightly in 1940 by siphoning off the old and 
peplacing with the new. ,J-‘he water level was 
maintained by the addition of sterile distilled 
water as required, so that the root systems were 
kept entirely submerged.
An adequate number of Manchu Soya bean 
seeds of uniform weight were surface sterilised by 
flaming in alcohol and germinated in moist, sterile 
sand; when the radicles were 1 -2 inches long, the 
seedlings were washed free of adhering sand, wrapped 
in a cotton wool plug and fitted into the slots of 
the covers. Inoculation was carried out as desired 
by delivering- about 5 cc. of the inoculum - mat", 
from p culture oi one Wisconsin soro.Ln _■ — biixv • n_ < 
the plugged sip3ion hole or the cover.
As noted, the ii:* inoculated control 
plants were supplied with combined nitrogen in 
the form of sodium nitrate; this was added in excess 
of the plantsf estimated requirements so that there 
should be no deficiency at any time during the 
growing period. Each jar of three plants received 
aliquot portions at intervals to a total of 650 ng. 
of nitrogen in this way.
The pH of the culture solution, at the 
beginning of the experiments, was 6*6-6*7.
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TABLE I
1938 data* figures for 1 pot samples; 3 litres of 
culture solution; Manchu Soya beans, 3 per jar: 
bacillus strain rise* 9: period of growth - June loth, - 
October jvG. . , 1938.
IuOOULAT.jD Uni-.OCULA.TDD *
Jar ho. Dry wt. ITitrop-en Dry wt. h itro g e n
('T1. )
f ix e d
) (gm. )
cont :;nt
1. 6*22 133*0 12*73 342 * 2
2. 6*2 k 130-2 lg* 83 331*
• 3* 68 110 *4 16*37 399*7
Ave. 6*03 133*9 14*63 337*9
2- c 3*09 31-7 22*98 337*9
) 2. 3 * 44 3d' 0 24* 7 491' 7
D* 3*43 32-3 11*72 292*2 0
Ave. 3*32 33-0 19*82 447*3
[In both nitrogen columns, the seed nitrogen has been
subtracted]
* These received 630 mg. of nitrogen during the growth 
period, added in the form of a solution of l.aKO,- in 
sterile, distilled vrater.
0 Seedlings/(from leaf rolling and yellowing in the early 
satges and the plants never fully recovered - see text.
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Observations on the 193b plants nt 
1 iiionth showcbjthnt the un.inocula.ted plants wer 
ahead in vigour and size as compared with the inoculated; 
the formers1 leaves were i n v a r i a b l y  very large and 
the root systems were well branched* Differences 
between aerated and unaerated jars were not at all 
marked at this stage.
Further inspection at 2 months showed a 
still greater gap in the growth and appearance of 
the two series. The uninoculated jars now contained 
very large robust plants whilst the inoculated were 
much behind these in size and were considerably 
inferior to comparable plants in sand culture.
Aeration, however, was now beginning to benefit the 
inoculated plants, those receiving this treatment 
being slightly ahead of the unaerated group.
Nodulation was also bettor in the former group,
Although the nodules were still small and scattered.
The final observations, at approximately 
3 months, showed the inoculated series to be of 
medium growth with small, light green leaves; there 
were a number of small pods, and the root system was 
fairly good with satisfactory nodulation. There was a 
marked difference between the aerated and unae:*-atro 
-slants of this series; the former wore more robust 
and larger leavet than the latter m b  the nodule-s 
were mainly grouned at the surface and around the tpn
root, which arrangement is generally believed to 
indicate a symbiosis efficient for nitrogen fixation. 
These differences are reflected in the dry weight 
and nitrogen fixation figures in Table I (p.9 6): 
the aerated plants are shown to be tv/ice as heavy 
and to have fixed four times as much nitrogen as 
their unaerated counterparts.
The uninoculated plants continued to be 
far superior to the inoculated series. The relevant 
data show a remarkable growth for greenhouse plants, 
and it is concluded that, under the conditions 
prevailing, the growth of the nodulated plants was 
limited by the suj)ply of nitrogen from the nodules. 
There is an interesting difference found in the 
nitrate series in comparison with the inoculated 
plants, in that the unaerated jars were considerably 
better than the aerated. This result if further 
dealt with in the Discussion.
The variation between jars was quite small in view 
of the difficulty of many workers in obtaining a 
close correspondence in cultures of nodulated 
legume plants,'but the differences between each 
category in the present experiment are well enough 
marked. In jar No• 3 of the uninoculated unaereted 
series, a considerable difference in dry weigl.t and 
nitrogen content was obtainrm. The plants in this jar 
were obviously abnormal, and d u rin g  the earlier stages
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ehibited a marked yellowing of the leaves, possibly 
cine to some toxic material left behind in the Jar 
after sterilisation.
In 1939? the plants (Table II p.'100) 
followed a similar course of development but were 
generally inferior in quality to the 1933 cultures. 
This was; due to a number of factors amongst which 
the growth period was important. During 1938, the 
plants were grown through a good period of sunshine 
and the 193-0 cultures also benefitted in this way.
The 1939 period of growth was both shorter and 
climatically poorer than the other two years; in 
addition, fungal attack on the uninoculated seedlings 
necessitated a new set up about 1 month later than 
the others with a resultant inferior development.
Again, in most of the 1939 Jars, 
considerable difficulty was experienced in keeping; 
the cultures free from a mixed bacterial and fungal 
contamination which formed a scum round the root 
systems and seriously affected the healthy development 
of the plants. As noted, numerous replacements wen 
necessary, and, in general, the cultural conditions 
were unsatisfactory. The rapidly growing,uninoculoted 
plants shovcei this deterioration of conditions ihe 
most markedly and the data from them, was from a half 
to a third less than in 193b. Tre inocula red, ae.r a ted
TABLE II
1939 data; figures for 1 pot samples; 3 litres of 
culture solution; Eanchu Soya beans, 3 per jar; 
Bacillus sti?ain Wise. 9; period of growth,
(a) inoculated - June 26th.- Sept. 23rd., 1939 >
(b) uninoculated - July 20th.- Sept. 23rd., 1939*
INOCULATED UNINOCULATED *
Jar No. Dry wt. Litroxen Dry wt. 1 .itrogen
(jrn. )
fixed 
(mg. ) (gm. )
content 
(mg’. ;
1, 3*30 26 -6 10*81 249*3
AERATED 2. 3*10 22*8 7*14 138*8
3* 3* 68 28-6 7*30 193*2
Ave.. 3*36 26*0 8*42 201*1
1. 4*19 32-1 1.6 • 68 272*8
UNAERATED 2. 3 * 4 2 3 6* 3 13* 33 261*4
3' 3*97 38 * 3 13*79 3 18*2
Ave. 3*86 13*33 28k* 1
[In both nitrogen columns, the seed nitrogen has been
subtracted].
- These received 630 mg. of nitrogen during the growth 
period, added in the form of a solution of NaNO-^  in 
sterile, distilled water.
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PHOTQGrRAPr I T
IPOOULAlAl) SCRIPS 1939
1. Oil covereo (sec text p. 105).
2. Aerated.
3. Unaerated.
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PH0T0GKAPII III
UPIUOOULATEI) SERIES 1939
а. Oil covered (see text p. 105)• 
3. Aerated.
б. Unaerated.
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plants of 1939 v/ere very poor and it is suggested 
that the adverse effects of culture contaimination 
together with unsatisfactory climatic conditions 
offset the aeration benefit derived under more 
normal circumstances in 1938 and 19 40; it is seen 
that the quality of these plants is below that of 
the unaerated group (Table II),
There is , again, a close approximation 
between replicate jars (except jar Ho, 1 of the 
uninoculated, aerated series), suggesting that the 
results obtained were not fortuitous but are accounted 
for by different conditions of culture.
Another group of plants were grown during 
1939 under a third set of conditions. Three inoculated 
and three uninoculated jafs were set up with a 
layer of liquid paraffin covering the surface of the 
culture solution to a depth of half an inch. This 
treatment was calculated to exclude the free access of 
air to the rooting systems and the nodules. In order 
to ensure that some growth would actually take 
place, the jars were aerated by hand pumping for 
a short time daily. These conditions resulted in 
extremely poor vegetative growth and no observed benefit 
from any possible nitrogen fixation or as imilrtiox. 
liodulation was very inadequate and, in the 
uni no cilia ted series, the added nitrate wn 3 of no
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grept value to the plants. The root systems, however, 
were of moderately good size despite the inferior 
development of the tops (Photographs II and III).
The cultures were badly attacked by the contaminants 
discussed before and were discarded before harvesting 
time.
The 1940 plants of Dr. Bond (Table III) 
were grown during the best part of the season and 
received solution changes at more frequent intervals 
than in the previous years. This treatment resulted 
in the best crop of plants yet obtained under 
conditions of water culture in the Glasgow greenhouses, 
(Photograph IV). The nitrate plants were from five 
to six feet in height and both aerated and unaerated 
groups were similar - in this respect they varied 
from the 1938 and 1939 counterparts. The nodulated 
plants werealso of very good quality and of a higher 
dry weight than corresponding plants of the two 
previous crops. The aerated group contained the 
larger plants with bright green leaves and good 
nodulation - in this respect, they confirm the 
findings of the 1938 cultures.
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TAHLS III,
193-0 data; figures for 1 pot samples; 3 litres of 
culture solution; ^anchu Soya beans, 3 per jar;
b a c i 1 lu s s t r a i n V/i s c. 
August 10th. , 193-0.
9; period of growth, Hay
IiiOCULATHD ui mocuLAT:
Jar Ho. Dry wt. — -- v-
tgm. ;
Dry wt. 
(gm.‘)
1. 12*37 30*22
AERATED 2. 12*33- 30*27
3. 8*39 * 2.3*72
Ave. 11*17 28*07
1. 7* 23 27-99
UNAKRATHD 2. 7-93 27-38
3. 3*17 —
Ave. 6*78 27-69
Originally a "nitrate*1 jar, but solution changed and 
inoculation effected on June 3rd, to replace a faulty 
original inoculated jar. In appearance, the plants of 
this jar showed marked benefit from aeration although 
they never caught up with nos. 1 and 2.
0 These received 630 mg, of nitrogen during the growth 
period, added in the form of a solution of 17aLr0~ in 
sterile, distilled water.
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haiaa cultures 193.0
1. Nitrate jar.
2. Inoculated, unaerated jar.
3. Inoculated, aerated jar.
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DISCUS SI ON.
Observations on three years of water 
cultures of nodulated Soya beans indicate that aeration 
has a pronounced effect beneficial to the-nitrogen 
fixation and general growth of the plants.
In 19385 the dry weight and. nitrogen
fixation figures of the aerated plants (Table I p.98 )
more
were considerably than those of the corresponding
unaerated, jars; the 1939 plants made disappointing 
growth for reasons stated, elsewhere (p. 99) and did 
not confirm the 1938 figures for the aerated group; 
the two sets of 1940 plants both confirm markedly 
the 1938 cultures - the dry v/eight figures for the 
first 1940 crop are given in Table III (p.105)5  
and the second crop, not yet harvested, show aeration 
benefit in the inoculated series by observation.
From general appearance, the nodulated plants of both 
of these latter crons are richer than the unaerated 
in nitrogen, so that even greater differences will 
be shown when the fixation figures become available.
Those results are in accordance with thr 
findings of Virtanen and von. Hausen (ifgfn 1938} who 
obtained very marked improvement in their aerated, 
cultures of nodulated Pa— , doldinn (.1903) came to
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completely different conclusions concerning the effec- 
of aeration on the mechanism of fixation in water 
cultures of teas* and obtained results more 
comparable with those relating to the uninoculated 
plants of the present work, '^lie matter rests there 
at the moment and further work is needed to. elucidate 
the pre-obl em, especially concerning the effect of the 
constituent gases in the aerating current.A series of 
experiments in which the plants were aerated with a 
pure stream of oxygen and nitrogen together with a 
closer control of the access of air through the top 
of the culture jar might throw some light on this 
problem.
Under the present conditiondso.f culture, 
all §$rs, irrespective of the aeration process, 
presumably received about■130 mg. of dissolved 
oxygen and 60 mg. of dissolvednitrogen at each change 
of the culture solution (assuming that.the solution 
was in equilibrium with the atmosphere). Air will 
also diffuse through the wool plugs of the tops.
Thus, in both aerated and unaerated jars, the amounts 
of nitrogen available in this way for the fixation 
process, were in excess of the quantities of 
nitropenjactua 11 y fixed during: the development of tb - 
plants. With regard to the oxygon concentreti n. it 
is obviously desirable to know what precise diffen 
exiated in the content of thio gen in the solutions
: ' 1 '
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within aerated and unoerpted jars. It is unfortunate 
that circumstances did not allow1' of investigation of 
this point in the earlier experiments; a fen estimation 
of oxygen by the t/inkler method were carried out
by Dr. R. F. Jones on jars of the 1939 cultures, ^hese
were made in the early stages of development when 
&he root systems were small and did not fill the jars 
with a vigorous growth; only small differences in 
oxygen content were revealed at this stage.. It seems 
Obvious, however, that in the later stages when the 
jars became filled with a dense growth of roots, that 
considerable differences in oxygen content existed 
between the aerated arid unaerated jars.
It may also-be that the beneficial effect 
2>f aeration on inoculated plants is due to the removal 
of by-products such as co2 and root acids which might 
have a toxic effect on the fixation process. The mere 
agitation of the solution by the aerating apparatus, 
resulting in the replacing of respiratory by-products 
with air, may be more important than any role played
by oxygen itself in the chemistry of fixation.
The type of nodulation in both the aerated 
and unaeratcd inoculated groups web of the Heffici m t 1' 
.ivmcl. mcaes u_l.: ' i ■' c Li.io o j/ganism eswoois uv;c.. \m iwu;
legume was potentially a good nitrogen fixer. However, 
only within the aerated group was this good fixation 
realised and it is suggested that the aeration of
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tlie root systems pnovided condition;: more favourer1 s 
for this process. The unaerateu plants may have deni 
their oxygen reserves during nodule formation to 
a level which could be of little subsequent assistan 
to the bacteria. It is to be noted that, in contrast 
to Virtanen and von Hausen*s (1936) experiences with 
immersed Pea root systems, nodulation of such roots 
in the present work was.invariably obtained.
The unsuccessful oil covered cultures of 
Soya beans produced plants of a very inferior type 
(Photographs II and III). This result was also obtai: 
by G-olding (1903) tout Free (1917) grew buckwheat 
plants successfully in sealed water cultures.
Further experiments along these lines, but not using 
oil which tends to clog the root systems and prevent 
normal growth, would throw light on the dependence 
of the roots 011 a constant supply of oxygen, is 
of interest to note that nodules were actually 
developed on the roots of the present author's plant 
but these were apparently unable to assist in the 
growth of the legumes.- it may be that the oil 
impeded the access of the bacteris to what oxygen 
and nitrogen were available in the culture solution.
- i n ­
i'lie nitreto series of plants present-1 
so:.j.e int'irestine problems in the nutrition of 
uninoculated Soya beans in water culture.
Firstly, they derived such benefit from 
their easily assimilated nitrogen source as to make 
them far superior to their nodulated counterparts.
This feature has already been noted in a previous 
section and the appearance of such T)lants is shown 
in Photographs III and IV (pp. 102 and 106).
Secondly, aeration of the root systems 
had a different effect from that in the inoculated 
jars. The marked increase in dry weight and nitrogen 
content of the latter group was not apparent in the 
nitrate series. In 1938 and 1939 > the unaerated plants 
were actuallysuujlerior in these respects to the 
corresponding aerated nitrate cultures, but this 
difference was not seen in the 1940 experiment.
It is generally assumed that aeration of 
water cultures is a process beneficial to the growth 
and development of the plants concerned. As suggested, 
the benefit may be connected with increased respiration 
and removal of toxic substances from the root 
systems, but it is noted that the value of aeration 
is disputes by luce (ill'7) who found -that the degree 
of aeration, did net materially affec t the rov 1 ■ of 
his plants - those receiving slow aeration, oxygen 
bulf'din"’ or nitroger bubhlirg • ' net oi.uiifieentl1
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bettor 'than his ooen-r-ccess, unaerated controls 
or even his sealer cultures from which all pit 
was cut off. Allison and Shive (1923) worked with 
uninoculated Soya beans in soil and sand culture and 
submitteddata for dry weights but not for nitrogen 
content. With similar plants in water culture, 
including a supply of combined nitrogen as Ca (1T0_,), 
they found that aeration of the culture solution 
did not produce plants which were better.than 
corresponding unaerated cultures. The main difference 
in the aerated group was a better development of 
the root system: this was shown "not so much by the 
higher dry weight of the root substance produced 
as by the development of a very efficient absorbing 
system”. Clark and Shive (1 9 3 2) obtained similar 
results y/ith aeration of Tomato roots in water 
culture. Loehwing (1934)» similarly, but using soil 
cultures of Soya beans, found that roots growing 
■under anaerobic conditions were devoid of root hairs, 
and that the CO^ concentration may become toxic; 
abundant aeration increased root branching and root 
hair production together with an improvement in the 
growth of the tops. In the present work, there wee 
no improve-aent in the development and dry weight 
of the per' atod which, on the contrary, were inferior 
in brandling and absorptive capacity. It was
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eonsistently noted, during the three years’ cultures, 
that the root systems of the unaerated pliiits 
were better (not so marked in 1 9 4 0) than their aerated 
counterparts. The absorptive capacity of the secondary 
rootlets was very great and they filled the culture 
jar in the later stages of development. These 
observations were more obvious in the nodulated series: 
the nitrate plants were almost uniformly large and 
such differences were not so easily detected.
It would appear, then;, generally, that 
in Soya bean water cultures, aera.ton exerts some 
inhibiting effect on the development of the root 
systems as compared with -numerated'plants under 
similar conditions.
This inhibition may be due to a number .of 
factors such as the possible toxicity of the air 
stream. The air was taken from the greehhouse in 
which samll amounts of coal gas might be present 
from an adjoining- laboratory; this air source was 
latterly scrubbed through unglazed porcelain chips 
and filtered through cotton wool plugs before passing: 
into the culture solution. This treatment did 2101 
have any effect on the development of the root systems. 
Alternatively, the mechanical agitation of the roots 
and the stirring up of solid particles of undissolved 
salts which coated the rootlets, r.my also have 
contributed th this inhibitin'-' effect.
~llf~
A further factor which probable exerts 
guite an appreciable effect on the culture of legumes 
in water is the pH of the solution. A preliminary 
test on the freshly made up Crone’s solution gave 
a pH of 6•6-6*79 but, at the end of a month’s growth, 
this had lowered to pH ig• g in the nodulated cultures. 
The uninoculated jars remained longer at the original 
value, but at the end of two months, these had also 
lowered to the figure for the inoculated group.
Aeration apparently affected only the rate of lowering 
of the pH; the cultures thereafter stabilised their 
pH at about L\.*Li,
These observations are somewhat at variance 
with those of Bryan (1922) who found that,in solutions 
of optimum pH for the Soya bean, the pH tended to. 
remain steady at that figure during the growlh of the 
plants. He, however, renewed his solutions daily 
and the cumulative effect of root acids may have been 
minimised in this way. Bryan does not give any figures 
for nitrogen fixation in his plants which were grown 
without aeration; in one series, the dry weights are 
given and these are comparable with the unaerated, 
inoculated plants in the present work. In photographic 
appearance, they appear to be more robust and healthy 
than plants of similar dry eight in the present work.
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It is now necessary to account for the 
large differences in size and development between 
the nodulated and nitrate sales of plants.
This is probably to be explained on 
the ground that the more easily assimilated nitrate 
source of nitrogen is of•immediate value to the uninoculated 
seedlings, whei^s, it was only after several weeks1 
growth that the benefit from fixation of nitrogen 
became apparent in the inoculated plants. It is 
suggested that the energy required for the development 
of nodules, in the one case, depl:: eted the 
carbohydrate reserves of the seedlings - this 
resulting in a lag period of several weeks during 
which the bacteria in the nodules established themselves 
and began to transfer nitrogenous compounds to. the 
host. A light nitrate manuring at this stage in the 
development of legumes in the field is known to be 
ofl considerable value and may possibly be explained on 
this hypothesis. On the other hand, the nitrate 
control plants, avoiding this initial expenditure 
of energy on nodulation, had a very favourable 
carbohydrate/nitrogen ration which resulted in the 
development of robust plants. There was no lag 
period observed in this case and the seedling's grev' 
rapidly without interruption.
The effect of combine'-" nitrogen on the 
growth of legumes has been discussed in terms of the
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carbohydrat e/nit rogen ration by Wilson and his colleagues 
at Kadi son, Umbreit and. Fred (193&) have suggested 
that, in plants of low carbohydrate content, 
combined forms of nitrogen are the most easily assimilable 
source, and that comparable inoculated plants with 
nitrogen derived from the fixation process, are., 
inferior in dry weight and nitrogen content. Such 
an observation is applicable to the present work - 
the seedlings of both series started with the same 
carbohydrate reserves from the seeds, but in the 
inoculated plants the observed lag was obviously 
impeding the formation of new tissues, so that these 
legumes never overtook the nitrate control plants.
The difference in habit observed, between 
the two series was also found by Wi&son and Fred (1937) 
under different conditions. It is already noted that 
they obtained, inferior plants at higher pOg values, and 
good plants at more normal oyygen tensions; they 
believe that, in the former case, an increased, 
respiration is stimulated with a consequent depletion 
of carbohydrate reserves, resulting in poor vegetative 
development, ^jsimilar state of affairs probably exists 
in the case of the young inoculated seedling grown 
in nitrogen-free culture solution and without an 
added, supply of combined nitrogen.
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In conclusion, it appears to be clear 
that the unaerated, uni no cula t e& plants, supplied 
with combined nitrogen, obtained adequate oxygen for 
the purposes of root development and vigorous growth, 
and the nodules of the inoculated plants require a 
higher supply of oxygen to sustain comparable growth.
Aeration of these latter cultures 
supplied this need in some measure and increased dry 
weight and fixation resulted.
Nevertheless, a comparison of the 
nitrate control plants and the nodulated plants show 
that the supply of fixed nitrogen from the nodules 
is definitely the limiting; factor in the growth.
An estimation arid comparison of the respiration of 
root and nodule^tissues should thrown light on this 
particular point.
1. Experiments are set up to investigate the growth, 
and nodulation of Soya beans in water culture, and 
experimental methods for their culture under aerated 
and-unaerated conditions are described.
2. ^record of the growth progress of both inoculated 
and uninoculated plants is given, indicating the 
large differences in vegetative development between 
the two series. These differences are discudsed in 
terms of the carbohydrate/nitrogen rationof the host 
legume and the special oyygen demands of the nodules.
3. Evidence for the beneficial effect of aeration on 
the functioning of the nodules and the general growth 
of the inoculated plants is shown together with a 
review of the variable results of other workers. 
Aeration is demonstrated to 'bStve little effect 011 
the growth of the root systems of the nitrate plants.
i-l- Comments on the influence of the pH of the 
culture solution, the growth of legumes in oil
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